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Lunar photo-stratigraphers have formulated a relative lunar geologic time scale based principally on 
overlap of crater ejecta and mare basalts [I]. Assigning absolute age constraints has proved difficult, partly from 
lack of appropriate samples, but mainly because available samples cannot be unambiguously related to particular 
lunar events or provenances. The problem is so great that the timing of such a major event as the formation of the 
Imbrium basin is still disputed 12-51. The chaotic nature of the regolith has made assigning a particular sample to 
a particular event difficult. How can we determine such relationships? 

Index fossils are key indicators of terrestrial sediment age, and distinctive lithic fragments can help 
determine sediment provenance. In a crudely analogous sense, lunar objects such as lithic fragments, volcanic and 
impact glasses, and melt rocks can be used as time and provenance indicators (TAPIs) that could prove equally 
valuable to basic and applied lunar science. In carrying out future lunar studies, we should make a conscious 
effort to identify and develop them. Understanding the development and evolution of the lunar regolith would 
particularly benefit from a TAPI approach. The regolith is sediment, but of a nature and origin different from 
terrestrial sediments. By now, we know the general nature of materials we can expect to find in the regolith. 

We define TAPIs as physically distinct, small objects whose presence in a soil or breccia constrains the 
time of formation of that material, the source of its material, or both. We use the following definitions: 'regolith 
unit' -- a portion of regolith whose history is sought; 'TAPI' -- an object contained within the regolith unit and 
whose presence constrains that history; 'distinctive feature' -- a property of the TAPI that distinguishes it from all 
or most similar objects. A regolith unit might be a soil layer within a drive tube or core; the TAPI might be 
fragments of a specific melt breccia [e.g. 61; distinctive features might be morphologic (e.g., a smooth, glassy 
aspect), chemical (e.g., particular incompatible trace element and siderophile element relative abundances), and 
isotopic (a well known age or 40Arf36Ar ratio). TAPIs must have known provenances and times of origin, 
information not yet available for most potential TAPIs. TAPIs would be incorporated at the time the object of 
interest formed, e.g., a melt rock with a distinctive feature embedded within a breccia or a regolith layer. 

The usefulness of a TAPI depends on how well we can determine the details of its origin, e.g., the size of 
impact required to produce it; this is roughly analogous to environment determining which terrestrial fossil- 
forming organisms occur. A good TAPI must have a clearly defined relationship to the event that formed it and 
to the regolith unit that contains it. The regolith unit must be carefully defined before a TAPI can constrain its 
origin. For example, continuous gardening may stir an exotic TAPI into the surface of a thick layer of regolith. 
That same TAPI might be absent below some depth. If the regolith unit is defmed as the thick layer, absence of 
the TAPI provides information on the age of stability of the deeper part of that regolith layer. If the regolith unit 
is defined as the upper layer, the presence of the TAPI is not pertinent to the time and provenance of the upper 
layer and may provide less definitive constraints. 

Lunar scientists already employ several materials as TAPIs; the concept is not new. Pristine volcanic 
glasses with "unique" compositions have been used to infer relative closure ages for Apollo 14 regolith breccias 
[7], and the chemical composition of the Apollo 17 volcanic orange glass has been related to that of remotely- 
sensed pyroclastic deposits [e.g. 81, examples of the use of volcanic glasses as indicators of both time and 
provenance. Delano [9] has also suggested impact melt glasses could be used to conduct geochemical exploration 
of the Moon to infer information about lunar provenances not observed at the Apollo landing sites. Hertogen et 
al. [lo] have suggested that similar siderophile ratios in impact melt breccias may be used to identify melt formed 
at the same time and location on the lunar surface. Uniqueness is an absolute concept; in practice, there is the 
continuing risk that an apparently unique material may be discovered to have indistinguishable counterparts, until 
further distinguishing features are found. 

Given a well characterized TAPI, say, a particular green volcanic glass of known age and point of origin, 
how would we identify it within a regolith unit? Morphologic screening of regolith objects would be the first 
step. However, morphologic features alone will seldom suffice to identify a TAPI in the way such features may 
unambiguously identify a fossil; i.e., green glasses from several locations or with different ages may look alike. 
We may learn to recognize associations of materials that enhance the prospects of recognizing a TAPI by 
morphology alone, but from our knowledge of lunar materials, we suggest that chemical analysis will be an 
essential second step after morphology in identifying TAPIs. Age determinations may be required to supplement 
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both. We suggest that application of a TAPI will follow this sequence: separating regolith into size fractions, 
sorting objects by morphology into groups, further sorting of representative objects from each group by non- 
destructive chemical analysis, and isotopic dating of a few objects from each key group to confirm ages. 
Depending on the abundance of pertinent TAPIs, morphologic groups may contain many hundreds of particles 
each, chemical screening may involve a few hundreds of particles, and isotopic dating may involve a few tens, all 
within present laboratory capabilities and capacities. 

An example, intended as generic, is how we might develop a TAPI for a particular major event, in this 
case, the formation of the Imbrium basin. The Apollo missions surely sampled various molten products from the 
Imbrium impact; candidates include clast-free, crystalline impact melt rocks, impact melt breccias, and impact 
glasses. These vary in age, however, and are variously interpreted as products of basin formation [3] and as local 
material incorporated with the ejecta [4, 53. At present, the disputed provenances of these various materials 
preclude their use as Imbrium TAPIs. We would eventually recognize unambiguously Imbrium impact objects 
through extensive sampling of the Imbrium ejecta blanket; however, that is a major task, complicated by later 
major and smaller impacts. A more focused approach would take advantage of large secondary craters (20-30 km 
dia.) produced by the Imbrium basin-forming event. Some of these craters contain low-albedo, fissure-floor 
deposits [I,  111 that Schultz initially suggested were volcanic [ l  11, but more recently suggested [12] derived from 
melt that was produced and ejected during the primary impact event and that formed the projectiles that produced 
the craters. Finding fragments of such melt, if it existed, should not be difficult; proving their identity will be 
more tedious and will require extensive sampling and analysis. 

It should not be necessary to drill deeply to obtain samples of the frozen melt; later impacts will have 
emplaced fragments in the l d  regolith. We could sort morphologically different glassy and crystalline melt 
rocks from accessible regolith within and peripheral to the craters and screen those materials for chemical 
composition, as described above. Relict fragments of the Imbrium melt would be compositionally distinct from 
the bulk of the material surrounding the crater. Some fragments would have been ejected outside the secondary 
crater; they would constitute a small percentage of the regolith material, but they should occur in peripheral 
regolith all around the crater and be much less abundant in more distant regolith. Melt products of the same 
composition and age should be present around other Imbrium secondary craters; they would be older than 
Imbrium mare basalts. The melt composition should be plausible when compared with that of remotely sensed 
regolith within the secondary crater. Any melt formed as a consequence of the secondary impact should also 
unambiguously preserve the age of the basin-forming event. Fragments would be scarce and difficult to identify 
because their compositions are expected to resemble those of local bulk regolith. Criteria of age, composition, 
and distribution around the craters should enable their identification, however. 

Collection of the necessary regolith materials could be done by a remotely controlled roving sampler; this 
could include sorting to reject very fine materials, if desirable. To survey adequately the regolith around two 
secondary craters, the rover should be capable of traversing several hundred kilometers, of collecting - 100 1-kg 
samples of coarse (2-10 mrn) materials plus regolith fines sieved from surface regolith, and of delivering the 
material to a lunar base or an Earth-return vehicle. 

As on Earth, working out the stratigraphy and time scales for the Moon's sedimentary cover will require 
extensive sampling and analysis. Remote sampling with terrestrial laboratory analysis appears the most efficient 
means of accomplishing this. 
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